School Re-opening: Year 6
We are in Week 3 in our Gold and Copper Year 6 bubbles and I just wanted to share some
good news of how successful our re-opening has been. We now have two full bubbles so this
means 50% of our Year 6's are back in school with two children on the waiting list, so this may
mean the opening of a third bubble very soon.
The children have been fantastic and have taken all the changes in their stride. They
understand the rules that we have put in place to keep everyone safe and are coping with
them extremely well. Children are enjoying the different themes each week and are
completing some excellent work linked to it. We are covering a range of subjects such as arts
& crafts, geography, history, PSHE etc whilst also doing our Maths and English work. The
children have completed some fantastic work already and they really are a credit to us! Have
a look at some of the work being produced-

Before the re-opening, understandably, parents were hesitant to send their children in and
were quite apprehensive about all the changes made to normal school routines. This week,
we received some lovely comments from parents commenting on the changes that we have
put in place and how they feel about it all. Here are some of the comments that I would
like to share with you“Amazing! **** was so down & felt so low while off school had loads of stuff going on but her mood has lifted
so much since being back at school she comes home full of smiles telling me about her day! I think the safety
measures put in place are 100% spot on can't praise you all enough for doing everything possible to keep the
kids & yourselves as safe as possible & the kids have adapted so well 👏👏👏👏👏”
“Good afternoon, I think the 'return to school' process has been good so far. My son seems to enjoy and look
forward to going to school. Well done with all the hard work.”
“Hello! **** is really happy to be back to the school. She found it different, but still she is enjoying time in the
school. Also I am happy with safety organisation in the school. I am sure that my child is safe there. School
staff is doing amazing job and we really appreciate it. Many thanks :)”
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“I think the return to school has been great. It is amazing the lengths the school has gone to keep the kids
safe and the teachers safe. Its a trying time for not only the kids but parents and teachers at this time but
Primrose Hill have ensured me that the school has put in place all the safety measures to keep the children,
staff and parents safe so thank you very much.”
“Hi miss, I have to admit I was really apprehensive and I’m sure I won’t be the only mum to say this but I am
so pleased with how things have been dealt with, **** has really enjoyed being back at school which puts my
mind at ease whilst he is there, I have to say I think you have all done a brilliant job with the situation and
couldn’t pick a better school to be apart of ☺️☺️.”
“We are really happy with the way the return to school has been managed, thanks to you all. I think you have
done a great job in really difficult conditions. **** is happy to be back and that says it all really! No other
feedback just keep on doing what you are doing. Thanks!”
“I know **** is happy to be back at School and how important it is to be there prior to her transition to the
Oasis Academy. These last few months has been a testing time for everyone with the Covid pandemic and
from my opinion all the teachers have been amazing in working from home and trying to make the best of a
bad situation. A very big thank u to all the teachers and staff for the time spent making the return to school
as safe as can be. It's sad that year six will be leaving Primrose Hill Primary School under these
circumstances and a memory the children will have in never really getting the opportunity to say a proper
goodbye to the teachers and some friends that will be moving on to other schools.
Our best wishes for School to return back soon to the safe Environment it once used to be.”
“Hi, I think the transition back to school has going really well and I am so please with the effort that has been
put in by staff to making the children feel comfortable and also putting the parents at ease. **** is really
enjoying being back and it's lovely to have that routine back. Thanks.”
Drawing up risk assessments and putting measures in place to ensure pupil and staff safety
has been a difficult task but thanks to the hard work from Mr Ashton, SLT, Governors and
staff, this has paid off. The thorough planning has proved to be extremely successful in
helping all teams return back to work safely and has helped put minds at ease through
these very odd times.

Keep safe everyone!
Aneesa Rawat
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